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Abstract: This study aims to evaluate the sequence stratigraphic framework of the Bima Formation of the Gongola Sub-basin of Northern Benue Trough from its contained facies and facies association. The lowermost Bima Formation (Bima I) is characterized by alluvial fan depositional environment showing spectrum of sub-environments consisting of debris flow and braided river deposits. The Middle and the Upper Bima Formations (Bima II and III) are essentially formed of braided river deposits with the former consisting of deep channel facies while the latter of shallow channel sequences. Employing sequence stratigraphic model of high and low accommodation system tracts built on tectonics, subsidence and allogenic controls of sedimentary basins devoid of marine influences, the depositional architecture from the disposition of the sedimentary environments indicated intervals of low and high accommodation in the Lower and Middle Bima Formations. The basal stratigraphic horizons of these formations are characterized by alluvial fans and braided river settings respectively, devoid of mudstone deposits, indicating slow subsidence rate, signaling low accommodation system tract. Whereas the increasing presences of mudstone content in the upper intervals reflected from floodplain and lacustrine settings account for phases of creation of accommodation space through subsidence, hence deposits of high accommodation system tract. The Upper Bima Formation (Bima I) consisting of essentially shallow braided river deposits with complete absences of floodplain mudstone accumulation are reflective of also low accommodation system tract, signifying a regime of damped subsidence conditions in the Gongola Sub-basin.
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I. Introduction

Sequence Stratigraphy is a concept that divides sedimentary deposits into unconformity bound units on a variety of scales as a consequence of variations in the rate of change in accommodation space and sediment supply (Van Wagoner et al., 1988; Catuneanu, 2006). This framework ties changes in strata stacking patterns to responses of varying accommodation and sediment supply through time (Van Wagoner et al., 1988, 1990; Angela et al., 2003), forming individual sequences that forms the basic building blocks of sequence stratigraphy. Internal packaging of progressively thicker stratigraphic units, representing increasingly greater amounts of time and ultimately defines a chronostratigraphic hierarchy (Van Wagoner et al., 1990; Mitchum and Van Wagoner, 1991; Posamentier and Allen, 1993). Within an overall sequence stratigraphic framework, the smallest scale stratigraphic units including lamina, lamina sets, beds and bed sets are found to progressively form larger-scale stratigraphic units called parasequences (shoaling-upward successions bound by flooding surfaces (Van Wagoner et al., 1988; Zaitlin et al., 2002). The lower-order sequences, (parasequences), are found to stack within higher – order sequences in an often repetitive and in predictable pattern (Catuneanu, 2006). The stacking pattern, distribution, and sediment body geometry of lower – order stratigraphic units within a higher – order sequence enables inferences to be made regarding controls operating within a given depositional system (Catuneanu, 2006). The application of sequence stratigraphy to the fluvial rock record is a relatively recent endeavor which started in the early 1990s, with the works of Shanley et al., (1992) and Wright and Marriot (1993), describing changes in fluvial facies and architecture within the context of marine base level changes using the traditional lowstand, transgressive, and highstand system tract nomenclature. Generally, marine base level changes and associated shoreline shifts, may only influence fluvial process within a limited distance upstream from the coeval shoreline. The distance is usually in ranges of tens of kilometers beyond which the rivers responds primarily to the combination of climate and tectonic mechanism (Blum, 1994). Dahle et al., (1997) introduced a conceptual break-through, thereby defining non-marine stratigraphic unit independent of marine base level changes, and this concept was the concept of low and high accommodation system tract. They are the building blocks of a fluvial depositional sequence and they succeed each other in a vertical succession, as being formed during a stage of varying rates of positive accommodation, create by allogenic controls, (Paola et al., 2001). Depositional
Sequence Stratigraphic Framework of the Aptian-Albian Bima Formation of the Gongola.. controls including, eustasy, tectonism, climate, sediment supply dictates base level variability which in turn governs sequence development (Catuneanu, 2009). An understanding of depositional controls and resultant sequence architecture enables the prediction of individual facies within an overall depositional system (Posamentier et al., 1988; Catuneanu, 2005). During the Aptian-Albian marine transgression in the Gulf of Guinea, the Benue Trough received marine sedimentation up to the Central Benue, beyond which are essentially continental depositional processes typically characterizing the sedimentations in the Northern Benue Trough (Fig.1a and b). The Aptian-Albian sequences of this basin composes of the Continental Bima Formation and this research is aimed at evaluating sequence stratigraphy of this formation in the Gongola Sub-basin of the Northern Benue Trough.

Stratigraphic and Tectonic Setting

The Gongola Sub-basin is the North-South trending arm of the bifurcated northern Benue trough and host over 6000m of Cretaceous – Tertiary sediments associated with volcanics (Fig.2) emplaced from tectonics that opened the South Atlantic Ocean, consequentially due to the separation of the African and South American Plates during the Jurassic times (Genik, 1992; Guiraud et al., 2005; Fairhead, et al., 2013). The origin and evolution of the basin initiated from pervading rift fault bounded tensional basement flexuring induced by mantle convection around discrete hot spot at RRR tipple junction of the Gulf of Guinea (Farrington, 1952; Cratchley and Jones, 1965; Wright, 1989). This led to the development of a failed arm, an aulocogen and hence, the emergence of the Benue Trough (Grant, 1971; Olade, 1975). Contrary theories considered wrench fault tectonics triggering agent for the evolution, because of the absence of discernable boundary faults that uniquely characterizes rift systems (Benkhellal, 1989; Guiraud and Maurine, 1992; Aribiyi et al., 2004; Likkason et al., 2005). Arbitrarily, the Benue Trough is sub-divided into southern, central and the northern portion which constitutes of the Gongola, Yola and Muri-Lau Sub-basins, forming the main rift arm (Fig.1c) (Nwajide, 2013; Shettima, 2016). The late Jurassic,
Aptian-Albian continental sequences designated as Bima Group represents the oldest sedimentary units in the Gongola Sub-basin, conformably overlying the Basement Complex Rocks (Fig.2) (Guiraud, 1990; Zaborski et al., 1997; Tukur et al., 2015; Shettima et al., 2018). Syn-rift sedimentation largely controlled by the horst and graben system emplaced the alluvial fan-lacustrine deposits of the Bima I Formation, the lowermost in the group and it is unconformably superposed by the post rift braided river sequences of the Bima II and III Formations, resulting from a probable lower Cretaceous tectonics (Zaborski et al., 1997; Tukur et al., 2015; Shettima et al., 2018). The Cenomanian is marked by the transitional-marine deposits of the Yolde Formation (Shettima et al., 2011), representing the commencement of the mid-Cretaceous global marine transgression in the basin (e.g. Haq et al., 1987). This reached its peak in the Turonian and deposited the shallow marine shale and limestone sequences of the Kanawa Member of the Pindiga Formation (Zarborski et al., 1997; Abdulkarim et al., 2016), and with deaccelerating transgressive conditions, regressive Sandy Members of the Dumbulwa, Deba-Fulani and Gulani sandstones conformably followed in the mid-Turonian (Fig.2) (Zaborski et al., 1997; Nwajide, 2013). Rising relative sea levels in the late Turonian transcending into the Coniacian and early Santonian led to deposition of the deep marine blue-black shales of the Fika Member, representing the youngest units of the Pindiga Formation (Zaborski et al., 1997; Shettima, 2016). This marine inundation is occasioned with a compressional tectonic pulse in the mid-Santonian (Genik, 1993), as a consequence of changing orientation of the displacement vectors between the African plate and European/Tethys plates (Fiarhead and Binks, 1991). This tectonics led to thrusting of the pre-Maastrichtian sediments towards the west of the Gongola Sub-basin, correspondingly depositing the Campano-Maastrichtian regressive deltaic sequences of the Gombe Formation (Dike and Onumara, 1999; Shettima, 2016). The mid-Maastrichtian is characterized by another phase of compressional event and thereafter followed unconformably by the deposits of the Paleogene fluvio-lacustrine Kerri Kerri Formation (Dike, 1993; Adegoke et al., 1978) (Fig.2). The Paleogene-Neogene recorded sporadic volcanics which are dominantly emplaced eastern margin of the Gongola Sub-basin along the Nigerian portion of the Cameroonian volcanic line (Wilson and Guiraud, 1992).
II. Materials and Methods

Basin inversion experienced during the mid-Santonian tectonics has exposed great thickness of the Bima Formation around the cores of major anticlinal structures and fault escarpments in the Gongola Sub-basin of the Northern Benue. Ten lithostratigraphic sections of the Bima I, II and III Formation in the Gongola Sub-basin of the Northern Benue Trough were analyzed for their lithostratigraphy facies assemblages and depositional association in order to determine the sequence stratigraphic framework of the Bima Formation. The sections were measured and described to detail stratigraphically, taking into account detailed records of thicknesses, grain sizes, sedimentary and biogenic structure and geometry. Paleocurrent measurements were also carried out on the abundant planar and trough crossbedded sandstones and the various orientations determined were used to evaluate provenance and hydrodynamic processes (e.g. Hobbs et al., 1976; Tucker, 2003). The dip and strike as well as the azimuth of the crossbeds were measured using compass clinometers in this analysis, and considering that the regional dip of the beds are generally greater than 100, tilt correction was also carried out on the values using the procedure adopted by (Tucker, 2003).

III. Results

Depositional Facies

Facies assemblages are genetically related association of lithofacies that are definitive of individual depositional environment (Boggs, 1995; Dalrymple, 2010). The facies association studies of the Bima Formation revealed that the Bima I was formed in an alluvial fan – proximal braided river environment, whereas the Bima II and III were exclusively in a braided river depositional environment.

Alluvial Fan Facies Association

The facies succession of the grain supported conglomerate, matrix supported conglomerate and mudstone may represent this environment (Fig.3a-c).

The clast supported conglomerate lithofacies may probably represent sieve deposits in an alluvial fan environment (Selley, 1976; Nilsen, 1992) (Fig.4a). They formed under conditions where the source area supplies mostly gravel size detritus rather than sand, silt or clays. In modern fans, they usually compose of well sorted gravels containing relatively angular monomict clast that forms massive, laterally extensive beds with well-developed imbrications (Nilsen, 1992). Modern sieve deposits are generally formed in proximal areas of alluvial fans (Nilsen and Moore, 1980; Nilsen, 1992) which suggest that the sieve deposit observed at Teli formed in proximal alluvial fan sub – environment.

The matrix supported conglomerate lithofacies (Fig.4b) characteristically forms in proximal alluvial fan sub- environment and is generally generated where sediment source provides abundant muddy material in steep slope terrains, and vegetation is scarce and rainfall is either seasonal or irregular (Bull, 1977; Nilsen, 1992; Allen and Hovius, 1998). Bull (1963) indicated that proximal debris may show sub – horizontal orientation of megaclast, whereas distal flows tends to have larger clast in predominantly vertical position due to the matrix support. The sub – horizontal orientation of the megaclast have been observed at the Teli section (Fig.3b), hence this
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Fig 3 Lithologic sections of the Bima Formation in the Gongola Sub-basin (a-d:Bima I, e-j: Bima II and k: Bima III)
lithofacies is considered to have formed in a proximal alluvial fan sub-environment. Debris flow can either be channelized or non-channelized (Gloppen and Steel, 1981). When confined to channel poorly developed sedimentary structures can be formed, whereas when unconfined to channel the deposits spread out laterally as sheets or lobes in interchannel or lower fan areas (Nilsen, 1992; Collinson, 2002). All these conditions are supported on the Teli section (Fig.3b), and shows graded or ungraded beds as the most predominant. Therefore, the generality of the debris flow deposition at Teli may possibly be non-channelized. The mudstone observed towards the base of the section (Fig.3b) may represent mud flow deposits.

Schumm (1977) and Nilsen (1992) suggested that humid alluvial fans characterized by dominant fluvial processes are usually devoid of debris flow deposits. Therefore, the presence of debris flow deposits in the Bima I may probably suggest that the formation most have been formed in arid to semi-arid climatic conditions. The presence of the sieve deposits may further confirm this suggestion (see Nilsen, 1992).

**Proximal Braided River Facies Association**

Proximal braided river environment was suggested at the Bima hill valley section (Fig.3b) where it comprises of gravelly trough crossbedded and massive sandstone facies fining upward to mudstone facies. At the Wuyo village (Fig.3c), the trough crossbedded sandstone facies is composed of cobbles at base that fines upward to mudstone facies (Fig.4c).

At the Bima Hill valley, these cycles may typically represent different regimes of stream flow deposits formed in relatively well channelized distal part of an alluvial fan. Considering the absence of mudstones and presence of gravelly trough crossbedded sandstones facies in these cycles, they may represent proximal braided river systems of Scott—type (Miall, 1977); an inference earlier drawn by Carter et al. (1963), Allix (1983), Guiraud (1990) and Abubakar (2006). Furthermore, alluvial fans forming in arid or semi-arid regions are most commonly defined by braided river systems at their lowermost part (Nilsen, 1992), and since the proximal portion of the alluvial fan in the Teli section has been established to have formed in arid to semi-arid conditions, the braided river system interpretation for these cycles may be quite plausible.

The overlying succession of gravelly to pebbly trough crossbedded sandstone lithofacies may represent a sheet flood deposits, which results from the spreading out of sediment—laden flood water from channels (Nilsen, 1992) (Fig.4c).

At the Wuyo village (Fig.3d), the thin nature of the mudstone facies, well rounded cobbles and local occurrence of planar crossbedded facies in these cycles, may probably suggest more distal portion of alluvial fan environment, where it interfingers with braided river systems of basin—floor (alluvial plain). Though, these braided river cycles do not conform to the classical braided river model of Miall (1977), the presence of mudstone and tabular crossbedded facies may make them conformable to the unique South Saskatchewan braided river system model (Cant and Walker, 1978).

**Deep Channel Braided River Facies Association**

The succession of these facies association gave rise to fining upward packages, and similarity in the lithofacies distribution may suggest that these cycles were genetic and probably
Fig. 4 a) Grain supported conglomerate (Gcm), b) Matrix supported conglomerate (Gmm), c) Gravely trough crossbedded sandstone (Gt), d) Trough crossbedded sandstones (St), e) Planar crossbedded sandstone (Sp), f) Climbing ripple laminated sandstone (Sr), g) Asymmetrical ripple laminated sandstone (Sr) and h) Parallel laminated sandstones (Sl)
formed under similar hydrodynamic conditions (Figs. 3g-j, 5d). These fining upward cycles may suggest a fluvial system considering the lack of marine indicators, in which the mudstone may represent floodplain deposits formed as a consequence of vertical accretion during flooding, while the sandstone may indicate channel deposit. Considering the thin mudstone that are occasionally associated with ripple laminations (Fig. 4f and g) defining the upper part of almost all of the cycles and infrequent occurrence of tabular crossbeds (Fig. 4e), these cycles may probably represent braided river system, because braided river have relatively very thin floodplain (Miall, 1977; Cant and Walker, 1978). This interpretation is in line with earlier interpretations (Carter et al. 1963; Allix, 1983; Guiraud, 1990; Dike, 2002; Abubakar, 2006). The channel deposits in most of these cycles are represented by single or multistory units of trough crossbedded sandstone facies (Fig. 4d), usually formed from migration of sinuous crested dunes (Miall, 1977, 1978). Tabular crossbedded facies rarely occur except at the Dadinkowa hill and the Wuyo village (Fig. 3g-i). This generally suggests that the braided river channels are relatively deep (Miall, 1977; Cant and Walker, 1978) and the Wuyo village section may represent distal portion of the braided river complex of the Bima II.

**Shallow Channel Braided River Facies Association**

In the Bima III, multiple occurrences of tabular crossbedded sandstone (Fig. 5b) units above the basal trough crossbedded sandstone (St) indicate the occurrence of braid bars in these channels and such multistory succession of bards are termed as sandflats (Cant and Walker, 1978) (Fig. 3k and 5b). During waning flow stages, upper flow regime structures e.g. parallel laminated sandstone (Fig. 5h) can develop upon these bars as observed in the section (Collinson, 1970).

Aggradation and accretion of braid bar complexes generally occur in shallow channels with depth range of 1–2 m (Smith, 1970; Miall, 1977; Blodgett and Stanley, 1980; Walker and Cant, 1986; Collinson, 2002). Therefore, the lithofacies association of the Bima III suggested formation in braided river complexes of shallow channels depth.

**IV. Discussion**

The Bima Formation is a purely continental formation and it forms the base of the sedimentary succession in the Northern Benue Trough lying conformably on the Pre-Cambrian Basement Complex (Cater et al., 1963). The formation is of Aptian – Albian age (Cater et al., 1963) and it is syn-depositionally formed under the tectonic event the led to origin of the Benue Trough. It has attained a maximum thickness of over 3300 meters and was sub-divided into three members on basis of their contained distinctive characteristic facies assemblage (Bima I, Bima II and Bima III) (Guiraud, 1990). The Bima I was believed to have been formed under alluvial fan setting, whereas Bima II and Bima III were exclusively formed under braided river environment (Allix, 1983; Guiraud, 1990; Zaborski et al., 1997). The Bima I which is the lowermost Bima was studied at Telli village, Wuyo village and Bima hill (Fig. 3a-d). The facies packages of this formation at Teli village consists of a succession of debris flow deposits defined by gravels imbricated in vary coarse grained sandstone, and these facies association are generally indicative of proximal alluvial fan environment. The outcrop at Bima hill also composes of very coarse grained trough crossbedded sandstones associated with cobbles and gravels, fining upwards to
coarse sandstone. This facies association typically defines proximal braided river deposits of distal alluvial fan environment. These two localities display a contrastingly similar gravely coarse grained lithology, in view of this, the Bima I at these localities may represent low-accommodation depositional sequence (Fig.6), because Catuneanu (2006) indicated that the low accommodation system tracts typically contain the coarsest sediments in the fluvial depositional sequence. Is was further suggested that these lithological feature may reflect early and
slow base level rise conditions, leading to absence or restricted occurrence of flood plain deposits (Catuneanu, 2006). The absence of this floodplain facies at these locations may indicate low rate of creation of accommodation space, suggesting a very slow subsidence rate for the basin at that point in time. Sweet et al.(2005) and Catuneanu (2006) indicated that low amount of available accommodation space also control high channel fill to overbank deposit, the facies packages of the Bima I at Wuyo village displayed strikingly similar signature, having thick braided in-channel facies and thin overbank deposit. The Bima I Formation at this locality represents its topmost section stratigraphically, and it is the most distal part of the alluvial fan environment, where it interfingers with basinal facies. Therefore, it could be suggested that at this point of the basins development, there could have been a relative increase in subsidence rate, in the overall realm of the low accommodation system tract established for the Bima I Formation because of the relative occurrence of floodplain deposits at the Wuyo village section (Fig.3d). On the overall, the Bima I Formation may generally represent a low accommodation depositional sequence by the virtue of its relative position stratigraphically, lying unconformable on the Pre-Cambrian Basement Complex, because Remaekers and Catuneanu, (2004) indicated that low accommodation system tracts typically forms on top of subarial unconformity. The middle and Upper Bima Formation (Bima II and III) unconformably overlies the lower Bima Formation (Bima II) and composes of sediments ranging from medium-very coarse grand sandstones with thickness varying between 400-600m (Guiraud and Maurin, 1992). The facies association of this formation were studied at five (5) different localities in the Gongola Basin (Fig.3e-i). The association of the lithofacies in all the study locations gave rise to a fining upwards cycle, typically composes of trough cross bedded sandstone having erosion contact and mudclast at base, fining upwards to claystones and mudstones and they are interpreted as braided river channel and overbank facies deposits. Another conspicuous facies that occurs together with these cycles are the thick mudstone facies (Fig.5c), and this facies were interpreted as lacustrine facies (Guiraud, 1993).

The paleogeography of the middle and Upper Bima shows that its depositional profile has graded into transitional environment, because it has clearly been observed that its facies succession has been overstepped conformably by the Cenomanian Yolde Formation at Gabukka and Pantami stream in the Gongola Sub-basin. Therefore, the application of continental sequence stratigraphy in this context was view in terms of both marine influenced base level changes and allogenic controlled base level changes. Shanley and McCabe (1994) indicated that application of sequence stratigraphic concept to fluvial system also changes with location within the basin, pending on the dominance of the agent controlling the fluvial processes i.e. marine or allogenic influenced base level changes. Marine base level changes may only influence fluvial process within limited
distance upstream, in which case the fluvial sequence stratigraphy will be interpreted in term of the traditional nomenclature of lowstand, highstand and transgressive system tract (Posamentier, 2001). Considering the relative position of the Bima II with respect to Yolde Formation representing the onset of marine transgression in the Gongola Basin, it may be suggested that the base level changes in the Bima II was pure controlled by allogenic agents, because its thickness is over 600m, therefore, its horizontal profile is far beyond the reaches of the marine influence of its age equivalent marine deposits of the Asu River Group of the Central Benue Trough. In any case, the limited distance to which marine base level shift can influences fluvial processes is in the range of 200km ((Blum and Price, 1998; Posamentier, 2001), and from arbitrarily evaluation, the distance between the study area and the northern boundary of the Central Benue Trough is over 300m, hence devoid of marine influence. In view of this, the relative increase in the ratio of overbank deposits to channel facies when compared with that of the preceding lower Bima Formation (Bima I) may probably suggest a regime of positive accommodation (Catuneanu and Elago 2001; Remaekers and Catuneanu, 2004), developed as a consequence of improved subsidence rate and other allogenic agents (Catuneanu, 2006). Therefore, the succession of the Bima II may represent high accommodation system tract (Fig.6).

The accommodation of fluvial facies under high accommodation conditions continues during a regime of declining depositional energy, which results in overall fining upwards profile (Boyd et al., 1999; Catuneanu, 2006). The variation of grain size from very coarse to medium grained sandstone to claystone facies in the Bima
II may reflect these conditions, because fall in grain size is indicative of dissipation of deposition energy (Abdel-Wahab, 1992).

The lacustrine deposits are devoid of deep lacustrine facies and they rarely exceed 6m in thickness. Farrell (1987) indicated that semi-arid and arid region where vegetation is less prolific, more sediments can accumulate in the floodplain, in which lakes and swamps can develop. Therefore, this facies most have developed from depression adjacent to floodplain environment. These depressions are indicative of positive accommodation space, and this coupled with the fine grained nature of the sediments accumulating there, it could be suggested that the Bima II represents a high accommodation depositional sequence.

The Bima III unconformably overlies the Bima II and it is of 1700 thick consisting of fine to coarse grained sandstone (Carter et al., 1963). The facies architecture of this formation was studied at Wuyo village and it show a fining upwards cycle defined by a coarse trough crossbedded at base passing upwards to a succession of tabular crossbedded sandstone associated with ripple and parallel lamination (Fig.5b). This facies association represents braided river channel deposit overlain by bar aggradation often referred to as sands flats (Cant and Walker, 1978). The base of the Bima III is defined by an angular unconformity (plate g), and by the virtue of this its relative position, it could be suggested that it was formed under a low accommodation system tracts, because this tract typically forms on subarial unconformities reflecting an early stage of renewed sediment accumulation within non marine depozone, owing to rejuvenation of the sediment source area (Catuneanu and Sweet, 2005). Such conditions generally result in a multistory channel fills and a generally lack of floodplain deposits (Catuneanu, 2006), and this is reflected in the section under study, having multistory bar complexes devoid of floodplain materials (Fig5a) (Fig.5c). This facies architecture is underlain by a thick mudstone and their association gave rise to coarsening upwards profile. This signature is very common in low accommodation system tract, because it reflects a gradual spillover of coarse terrigenous sediments from source area into developing basins, on top of fine grained floodplain or lacustrine facies (Rameaker and Catuneanu, 2005; Sweet et al, 2003, 2005; Catuneanu and Sweet, 2005). Considering this facts, it could be suggested conclusive that the Bima III may probably represent low accommodation depositional sequence.

V. Conclusion

Sequence stratigraphic architecture of the Benue Trough developed on the basis of non-marine influenced sedimentation indicated succession of low and high accommodation system tracts. The occurrence of alluvial fans composed of debris flow and braided river facies at the lowermost part of the Bima I Formation presents records of low accommodation system tracts indicative of a slow subsidence rate, whereas the development of floodplains imprinted on braided river deposits at the upper stratigraphic horizons indicate deposition in a high accommodation system tract. Amalgamated channel succession at the base of the Bima II Formation likewise reflect low accommodation system tract which at the upper intervals evolve into high accommodation system tract because of the dominant presences of lacustrine to palustrine setting. The Bima III Formation exclusively composes of shallow channels braided river systems complete devoid of mudstones floodplain accumulates signify development under low accommodation system tract.
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